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Introduction 

The optical beam forming of phased array antennas is a very promising tech
nique because of the advantages of the fibre optic signal transmission and the 
optical control of MM!Cs [1]. In phased array antennas one of the most im
portant tasks is the carrier distribution for the TIR modu les. Performing this 
task the main requirements are: a high frequency-stability, low amplitude and 
phase noise, agile frequency switching, fast amplitude and phase control, and 
MMIC compatibility. The strict specifications can be met by the new optical 
distribution method which can be used in the millimeter wave band as well. 

New optical carrier distribution method 

The base of the new method is a combined optical-microwave phase detector 
what is used in the phase locked loop (PLL) of the microwave oscillator 
generating Ihe carrier frequency [2]. The frequency is stabilized by a reference 
signal which is transmitted to the phase detector via an optical fiber. The phase 
detector is composed of FETs as shown in Fig. I. The FETs are illuminated by 
an intensity modulated light, and simultaneous ly they are fed by a signal cou
pled out of the oscillator. The error signal is generated in a comparator and is 
used to control the frequency of the oscillator. 
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Fig. 2 Optical stabilizalion circuit for 
an MMIC oscillator 
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The reason why FETs are used in the optical-m icrowave phase detector 
is that they detect the intensity modu lated light very effective ly and can also be 
used in a MMIC construction. A FET is also applied fo r the 180' phase shifte r. 
The operation of the optical-microwave phase detector is based on two effects : 

1) The photon-electron interaction makes possible th e optical detection, 
the result of that is the regained reference signal, 

2) The nonlin eari ty of the FET dra in-source current versus gate-source 
voltage relationship produces the dc component depending on the phase differ
ence between the reference signal and the signal of the oscillator. 

Under illumination the dra in-so urce current (ldl) as a function of the 
gate-source voltage (V gl) can be expressed by a power series: 

Idl = Ida + a I V gl + a2 V gl2 + a.1 V gl3 + ... 

Ida is the drain-source current al the bias, aI, a2, and 33 are coefficients. 
Further V gl is given as: 

Vgl = Vii + V, 
where VIi is the light induced vo ltage, and V 5 is the signal coupled out of the 
oscillator and fed to the gate-source input of the FET in the phase detector: 

V5(t) = V50 cos (wt + tp) 

V 50 is the amplitude, w the Radian freque ncy, tp the phase of the FET input 
signal, and t is the time. 

V Ii is a Iso expressed by a power series: 
Vii = cli LoP + cli plop-I (L - Lo) + ... 

where L is the intensity of the Iigntwave, La is the average light intensity, Cli is 
a coeffi c ient and p an exponent determ ined experimentally. 

The light is intens ity mod ulated by the sinusoidal reference signal: 
L(t) = Lo + m La sin wrt 

here m is the optica l modulation depth (OMD), and wr is the Radian frequency 
of the reference signal. 

Thus the error signal is obtained as fo llows: 
lerror = 2 a2 m P Cli LoP V 50 

Opticul stahilizatinn "f the carrie r frequ ency 

The optical-microwave phase detector is applied to stab ili ze the fre
quency of the MMIC osci ll ator in the T/R (transm it/receive) module. T he 
block diagram of the stabi lization c ircuit is shown in Fig. 2. In this arrange
ment the phase of the carrier ca n also be optically controlled by illuminating 
the co mparator circuit. That is a big advantage because the fas t reaction time 
of the optical phase control makes possible a very agi le beam switching or 
sweeping. However, fo r a fast action of the phase locked loop its bandwidth 
should be wide enough. The wider band results in a high er noise, therefore a 
trade-off is to be obtained betwee n the control speed and oscill ator noise. 
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There is an increasing need for higher frequencies and th us carrier fre
quencies in the millimeter wave band are to be used in phased array antennas 
as we ll. T he optica l transmission of mill imeter waves faces many obstacles. 
First of all, the modulation frequency of the semiconductor lasers is limited by 
the relaxat ion resonance in the laser. T he frequency of relax at ion resonance is 
aro und 10 GH z. It is dependent on the bias current and thus it can be increased 
up to 20 GH z. Effective modulation of the laser is onl y possib le below the 
relaxation resonance frequency. 

T he frequen cy of optically transmitted signa ls is limited at the reception 
side as wel l. Namely the sensitiv ity of the photo detectors is significantl y 
reduced above 20 GHz. Thus lhe optica l transmission of signals is more and 
more lossy when the frequency is increased imo the mill imeter wave ba nd. 
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Fig.3 Optica l stabil iza ti on of a 
millimeter wave MMIC osci llator 
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of an optically 
controlled MMIC TfR module 

Fig. 3 presents a hlock diagram for the optica l stahil ization of a mil 
limeter wave MMIC oscillator which is used in a Tf R module. The signal cou
pled out of the osci llator is led to one (or more) freque ncy div ider(s). Thi s 
way the frequency of the mi ll imeter wave signa l is divided down into the mi
crowave region and this signa l can be compared with a refe rence signal in the 
op tical-microwave phase detector. The advantage of the new arrangement is: a 
microwave signal is used as a reference for the millimeter wave oscillato!', 

The frequency division can be performed by the so called superharmonic 
injection locking technique. In this case the oscillator is operat ing at its funda
mental frequency and is injecti on loc ked at one of its superhaflnonic frequen
cies. This technique can easily be used in MMICs as well. 

Optically controlled TIR module 

The complete block diagram of an op tica lly co ntroll ed MMIC T /R 
module is shown in Fig. 4. The carrier signal is genera ted by a MMIC oscilla
tor which is optically stabi li zed. The phase of the ca rrier is a lso controlled by a 
lightwave. The carrier signal is used as local osci llator (LO ) signal for both the 
up-converter and down-converter. In the transmitter there is power amplifier, 
and in the receiver a low noise oreal11Dli fier as well. 
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For gain contro l Ihe optical illumination of the conveners can be used. 
T he conversion loss of the up-, and down-convener is infillenced by illumina
tion. There fore, this effeci is used for the op tica l gain control of Ihe T / R 
module. That is also shown in the hlock diagram of Fig. 4. 

The e ffect of illumination is dependent on the bias voltages as well. In 
Fig. 5 Ihe mixing product of a microwave mixer is plolled as a function of the 
gate-source vo ltage with and without ligh t. With light the levcl of the mi xing 
product is decreased because the linea rity of the lell(Y ol ) relations hip IS 

o 

improved by illumination. Th is effec t can be used for the gain control. 
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Fig. 5 The mixing product of 
an illuminated microwave mixer 
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Fig . 6 T he converted signa l of 
the opt ical-microwave mixer 

The information signals for the transmitter and rece iver ca n he trans
mitted via optical fibers as wel l. T hat is a lso shown in Fig. 4. In this case 
spec ial combined optica l-microwave mixers are needed b~cause a modulated 
lightwave is mixed wi th the microwave LO signal. The convened signal of the 
combined optica l-microwave mixer is depic ted in Fi g. 6 as a funct ion of th e 
gate-source voltage. As seen an optimum performance is obtained between -1.5 
and -2 .0 Y gate-source voltage. 

Conclusion 

A new optica l carrier distr ibution met hOG has been presented for phased 
array antennas. The method is well app licable to MMIC T / R modules and can 
be used in the mill imeter wave band as well. 
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